
Order Register offers SAAS Services to Fashion
Businesses
Order Register – Conception to
Consumption Fashion Software
Ecosystem

AUSTIN, TEXAS, USA, January 30, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Summary: Order
Register – Conception to Consumption
Software is proud to introduce its SAAS
to the fashion industry clients. SAAS
expands to the phrase Software as a
Service. In the modern digital world
every company requires the assistance
of efficient software to undertake some
important work processes in order to
simplify the operations and offer better
functioning. The SAAS offered by Order
Register is aimed to do just that for the
fashion business owners across the
globe.

Febuary,3,2015: SAAS refers to Software
as a Service. The software company
Order Register is mainly focused on
offering their client’s company with a
global identity and presence. They aim to
provide the ability to organization to
move their data and transact business
throughout the globe for their effective
growth and expansion. Software as a
Service fulfills that objective by
simplifying and systematizing the work
processes with the help of digital media. 
The way this works is, the data is stored
in a cloud based Ecosystem where all
the concerned parties can access to the
real time information in a global
environment in as many as 34 different
languages. The main reason behind
using the Order Register Ecosystem is to
connect all tasks related to the business
operations like production,
manufacturing, ordering, customer
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services, credits and sales. 
To best describe what a cloud
Ecosystem is, one can say that it is like a
virtual data center. It is composed of a
specialized collection of strategic
scalability. The best benefit of using this
advanced technology in one’s business
processes is that whether one chooses
to run one or one thousand application,
he/she would not have to worry about
optimizing or configuring anything as
everything is taken care of automatically.
Using this system frees business owners
from having to pay for additional server
hardware, additional software or network
switches. The whole process is much
simpler and cost effective as one can
access the software that runs from a
cloud Ecosystem, which they get to
access for a monthly fee which is much
more cost effective than having to buy
expensive hardware and software. This is
what Software as a Service is all about.

The Order Register Company aims at offering solutions that will further help in smooth and UN-
obstructive functioning of one’s fashion business. They also allow the client to penetrate the masses
at large for promoting their business and establishing a global identity in this ever evolving industry.
They also offer other important services like, Social Customer Relationship Management and
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Enterprise Resource Planning in addition to offering their
Software as a Service.
About the company:
The company Order Register – Conception to Consumption
Software enables fashion businesses to have a more
systematic and organized facelift and manner. They believe
that this is highly pertinent not only for managing internal
business operations but also for the external image that is

being projected by an organization. They promote that the services offered by them will allow users to
operate 24/7 without being constrained due to time or space anymore. 
Contact details:
Sam Alexander
contact@orderregister.com
Website: www.orderregister.com
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